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Abｓtｒａｃt:　Innovations are rightly recognized as the engines of economic growth,

but the distinction between process (cost-reducing) innovation and product (quality-

improving) innovation is not thoroughly explored especially in the theory of interna-

tional trade. This paper compares positive and normative implications of process and

product innovations in a simple two-country model ０ｆinternational trade. The effects

of cost-reducing and quality-improving innovations on the terms of trade and economic

welfare are revealed almost diametrically opposite.　Ａ cost-reducing innovation in ａ

country's export industry may give rise to a self-damaging “immiserising growth,”

whereas ａ quality-improving innovation in the same industry may lead to ａ beggar-

my-neighbor “inverse immiserising growthｸﾞﾍﾟＶｅ will elucidate and interpret the exact

conditions for these paradoxes to materialize.
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１

INTRODUCTION

　Innovation plays a key role in the theory of economic growth, but it contains differ-

ent elements. Roughly, they can be divided into two distinct categories, i.e･，process

innovations and product innovations. The former may also be named “cost-reducing

innovations” in the sense that they take place through the discovery of new processes to

produce the old products at lower costs. In contrast, the latter may be called“quality-

improving innovations” since they occur through the creation of new products with

higher qualities. Both categories of innovations are of course important as the engines

of economic development, but theirimplications for economic welfare can be vastly dif-

ferent from time to time and from place to place. In poor economies in the early stage of

　Acknowledgments.　An earlierdraftof thispaper was presented atthe International Workshop on Positive

and Normative Analysis in InternationalEconomics, organized by the Department of International Econom-
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participantsof the Workshop, especially Professors Martin McGuire, Murray Kemp and Hirohi Ohta among

others.
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development, process innovations in the daily necessities contribute significantly to the

life of people. In affluent societies in the modem age, however, “it would be a terribly

dull life if innovations only reduced costs of producing the same menu of goods and

services that now populate their ｍａrketS.1”Product innovations are crucially impor-

tant in such ａ situation. This paper compares the welfare implications of cost-reducing

and quality-improving innovations in the context of modern international economies in

which both poor and affluent countries coexist and interact｡

　Standard textbooks on trade theory teach that a growth in ａ country's export industry

could be a curse rather than a blessing forits economic welfare. They argue that itbrings

about ａ deterioration of its terms of trade thereby necessarily benefitting its trading

partner but possibly damaging its own welfare when the direct gain from the innovation

is relatively small^.　This proposition is, however, based on the implicit assumption

that the growth occurs through a cost-reducing innovation and is definitely untenable

if it is the outcome of ａ quality improving innovation.　In fact,ａ quality-improving

innovation in any product will generally increase its demand and lead to ａrise in its

relative price. The traditional literature on trade and growth has apparently overlooked

this point because of its unwarranted preoccupation with cost-reducing innovations｡

　In the real world, there are many important quality-improving innovations as well as

cost-reducing innovations. For instance, the high growth of the Japanese economy on

1 960s and 70S may be explained by ａseries of both types of innovations achieved in im-

portant modem manufacturing industries such as steel,automobiles, electric machinery,

precision and machine tool instruments, etc. originally imported from the へVest. The

stagnation of the Japanese economy since 80S may be attributable to the decrease of

quality-improving innovation after the completion of catching-up process to the West.

In the 2 1th century, however, we will perhaps witness ａ new surge of product innova-

tions related to the conservation of energy and environment such as solar generators and

electric vehicles｡

　In Section 2，we develop ａ simple general equilibrium model of innovations and in-

ternational trade between the“home” and “foreign” countries. In Section 3，we begin

by exploring the effects of ａ cost-reducing innovation in the home country's export in-

dustry and recapitulate the possibility of widely publicized “immiserising growth”. The

necessary and sufficient condition for immiserising growth in the present model is that

the price elasticity of the world demand for the product is smaller than its export ratio

(the share of export in the domestic ｏｕtPｕt).ln section 4，we consider the effects of

ａ quality-improving innovation in the home export industry. In sharp contrast to cost-

reducing innovations, this type of innovation gives rise to an improvement of the home

country's terms of trade and may impoverish its trading partner (“加verse immiseris-

ing growth'≒say). Section 5 presents ａ necessary and sufficient condition for inverse

immiserising growth in a solvable example of the model. Loosely speaking, we may

　　1 Oi(1997),p. 134,

　　2 The possibilityof self-damaging i皿ovations was aptly named “immiserising growth” 皿d made popular

by Bhagwati (1957a, b).
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say that inverse immiserising growth occurs when the quality improvement achieved by

the innovation is not as highly regarded in the foreign country as in the home country･

Finally, Section 6 discusses the significance and limitations of the model｡

　　　　2. PRODUCT QUALITY AND INTERNATIONAL ＴＲＡＤＥ:THE MODEL

　Let us consider ａsimplest two-country, two-good model of international trade. There

are two countries, home and foreign. The home country specializes completely in the

production of good λ7and the foreign country in the production of good y. Perfect com-

petition prevails in the home and foreign markets and all factors are fully employed

in both countries. Factors of production are not allowed to move internationally, im-

plying that the supply of each good is fixed, given the product quality and production

technology.　０ｎ the other hand, goods are freely traded internationally, ensuring the

international equalization of good prices･

　The representative consumers in each country are assumed to possess ａMarshallian,

quasi-linear utilityfunction with product y serving as“money”. The utilityfunction of

the home consumers is written。

　　　　u = Y +以 X, q), VI > 0 , V2 > 0 , vii < 0, V22 < 0 , vi2 > 0　　(1)

where ｘ and ｙ denote the consumption of good λ7and y respectively, g indicates the

quality of good ｘげ1 and p2 signify the partial derivative of function v(X, a) with re-

spect to ｘ and 9 respectively. Similarly, Ｐ１１and Ｐ１２denote the partial derivatives of

v(X, ^) respectively. (In what follows, we shall use similar notation when necessary)･

The marginal utilitiesof the home product λ7and that of its quality are positively de-

creasing, whereas the marginal utilityof the foreign product or“ｍｏｎｅy”is assumed to

be constant. The foreign consumers also possess a similar utilityfunction。

　　　u* = Y* 十v*(X* バf), vf >0, v| >0,べ1〈0, v|2〈0，べ2＞O　(2)

We follow the convention in trade literature (originated by Murray Ｋｅｍｐ)tｏattach

asterisks to the foreign variables in distinction from the home variables･

　For simplicity, we assume that the home country produces good λ7only at the highest

quality level under given technology. By assumption, the home and foreign consumers

must satisfy the budget constraint,

　Y + pX ニpX

ｙ＊＋ｐＸ＊ニｙ＊

ｊ
ｊ

３
　
４

ぐ
ぐ

where ｘ and Y* denote the full-employment outputs of the home and foreign prod-

ucts respectively, assumed to be fixed as of given factor endowments and technologies･

The home and foreign consun!ers face the same international price, p under free trade

without any trade impediments･

　The utilitymaximization of the home and foreign consumers subject to budget con-

straints(3) and (4) leads to

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｐ１(Ｘ，ｑ)＝ハ　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(5)
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ぐ(Ｘ＊バ/)＝ρ・ (6)

Solving (5) and (6) for ｘ and ｘ＊，ｗｅobtain the home and foreign demand functions

for product λ7:

　χ

χ＊

= x(p,q) ,

＝λ7＊( ｐ,ｑ )

ｊ
ｊ

７
　
ｏ
ｏ

ぐ
ぐ

Note that these are functions of only of p and ｇ. Thus the equilibrium condition for

international product market may be written,

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　x(p,q) 十X*{l いi)=X. 　　　　　　　　　　　　(9)

Given the quality of product X, equation (9) determines the free trade equilib血m price

/7 as a function of ｇ and ｘ･

　In this equilibrium, the utilityof each country depends upon its terms of trade (Ｏ｢

the relative price of product めけhe quality of product ｘ，and the total supply of each

product. Totally differentiating(1), (2), (3) and (4) and rearranging terms in light of (5)

and (6), we obtain

　　　　　　　　　　　加＝－(ｙ－Ｘ)か十p2吻十 ｐｄＸ， 　　　　　　　　　(10)

　　　　　　　　　　　　　加＊＝－χ＊卸十ぢ面十 dY* .　　　　　　　　　　　(Ｈ)

Ａ rise in the relative price of product λ7increases the utilityof its exporter, ０r the home

country, but decreases the utilityof itsimporter, ０rthe foreign country. An improvement

in the quality of product generally increases the utilityof both countries. Other things

being equal, an increase in the total supply of the home product ｘ increases the home

country's utilityand an increase in the total supply of the foreign product increases the

foreign country's utility. Equations (10)ａｎｄ(Ｈ)play important roles in the welfare

analysis below.

　　　　　　　　　3.　THE EFFECTS OF Ａ PROCESS INNOVATION

　To start with, let us consider process innovations as ａbench mark. Suppose that an

innovation occurred in the production process of the home country, reducing the cost of

product jc,but keeping its quality unchanged. In the present model, it simply gives rise

to an increase in the total supply of product λ7.Differentiating equation (9) with respect

to ｘ，we get

From (5) and (6) we have

か
-
dX

一

一

X1

１

x1十片

一

一

　
＝

＊
Ｉ

　
χ

　1

-

Ｐ11

　1

石

(12)

(13)

(14)
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The substitution of (13) and (14) into (12) yields

か
-
dX

一

一

　viivfi

P11＋付1

＜０

５

(15)

Naturally, the increase in the supply of product ｘ due to the cost-reducing innovation in

the home export industry brings about ａ decline of its relative price thereby increasing

its consumption in both countries and benefitting the importing foreign country. The

question is whether this type of innovation is also beneficial to the home country. The

increase in the supply ofλ7would in itselfbenefits the home consumers but the concur-

rent terms of trade deterioration would subtract from, or even overturn the beneficial

output effect. Generally, we cannot rule out the possibility of ａwell known “immiseris-

ing growth”3. Settinｇｄｑ＝Oin(10)ａｎｄ(11)，ｗｅ get

du 　　　　　　　－　　　　　ｄｐ

ヱえ＝ρ十(χ－χ)ヱえ，

　竺

＝一λ7＊

具

＞０
　ｄχ　　　　　ｄχ

(16)

(17)

Equation (17), together with (15), shows that the foreign country unambiguously bene-

fitsfrom the innovation through its favorable effects on the terms of trade. Using (12),

we can further rewrite (16) as

加

£

　
１

ぐ　
　
ρ

x-x

-
Ｘ＋Ｘ＊

Ｉ
一

77

ｊ

whereりis the price elasticityof the world demand for λ7defined by

77＝－
　　ρ

Ｘ＋Ｘ＊
・（ｘ1十肩）＞０

(18)

(19)

　Proposition 1 (Immiserizing growth) 、Ｔｈｅ ｎｅｃｅｓｓａｒy ａｎｄ ｓｕがｋｉｅｎt ｃｏｎｄｉtｉｏｎ　foｒ

the immiｓｅｎひｎｇ　ｇｒｏｗtｈ ｃｏｎｓｅｑｕｅｎt ｕｐｏｎ ａ ｐｒｏｃｅｓｓ ｉｎｎｏｖａtｉｏｎ ｍ tｈｅ ｈｏｍｅ ｅｘｐｏｒt ｍ-

ｊＭ町び加

り＜

X -X
-
Ｘ＋Ｘ＊

x-x

-　・　χ

(20)

　Thiｓ ｍｅ皿ｓ that tｈｅ ｐｒｉｃｅｄａｓ配所of the ｗｏｒｌｄｄｅｍ皿ｄ　foｒ　Ｘ　iｓ　ＳＴ

ｈｏｍｅ ｃｏｕｎtｒｙ’ｓｅｘｐｏｒけａtio． ｏｒｅｘｐｏｒtｓhaｒｅ ｉｎ the　tｏtal ｄｏｍｅｓtｉｃｍＰＰりof Ｘ｡

　It is likely to be satisfied in the case of ａ typical underdeveloped export economy

specialized in a primary product for which the world demand is price inelastic｡

　Figure l illustrates the effects of ａ cost-reducing innovation in the production ｏｆλ7･

The world demand curve for ｘ is given by £)ｗ and the home demand curve by £)Ｈ・

(ＦＯr simplicity､ we assume that both home and world markets exhibit the same prohib-

itive price). Suppose that the initial supply of ｘ is shown by a4、 and the corresponding

initial equilibrium price by ＯＢ、 　Theinitial home consumption of ｘ is conformably

shown by召Ｃ and the export by ＣＥ、 The initial home consumer's surplus is measured

by the triangle 召CD and the initial producer's surplus by rectangle ＯＢＥＡ、 whereas the

initial foreign consumer's surplus is triangle£) ＣＥ、 Starting from this initial situation、

3 Bhagwati (1958a, b).
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Figure 1.　The Effects ofａProcess Innovation.

Ｘ十Ｘ＊

suppose thatａ cost-reducing innovation increases the home supply of X toward O/びand

lowers the equilibrium price toＯＢへIn the subsequent new equilibrium, the foreign con-

sumer's surplus increases to £)びど皿d the ｈｏｎ!ｅconsun!er's surplus also increases to

£)Ｂ'Ｃへ The home producer's surplus changes to ＯＢ'Ｅ'ＡへThus the sum of home con-

sumer's and producer's surplus increases or decreases, depending upon whether CCブＦＥ'

is smaller or larger than FAA'E. The condition that ＣＣ乍石is larger than FAA'E coin-

cides with the condition for immiserizing growth, i.ｅ･，(19) when the increase in the

supply ofλ7is infinitesimally small. Clearly, the world social surplus, ０r the sum of the

world consumer's surplus皿d producer's surplus increases from θ£)£4tｏＯＤＥ'Ａ八

　　　　　　4.　THE EFFECTS OF Ａ PRODUCT ＩＮＮＯＶＡＴＩＯＮ:GENERAL CASE

　The possibility of immiserising growth that ａ cost-reducing innovation in the home

country's export industry may decrease its welfare is well known and well documented

in the trade literature. Surprisingly, much less attention has been paid to the almost dia-

metrically opposite welfare effects of quality-improving innovations. In this section, we
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employ the present simple model 0f international trade to show that ａｑｕalitｙ-ｉｍｐｒｏｖiｒｉＱ

innovation in the home country's export industry necessarily increases its welfare and

may lead to the immiserisation of the foreign country.　Keeping ｘ at a given level,

differentiate equation (9) with respect t0 9 to obtain

where

か

一面

一

一

-

x2十河
-
ｘ1十片

λT2＝－

可 -

-

P12
-

P11

屯

-
付1

in view of (5) and (6). From (13), (14), (22) and (23), we can rewrite (21) as

dp　　V 11ぐ2＋づ1ｐ12
一面

一

一

P11＋付1

＞０

(2Ｄ

(22)

(23)

(24)

Note that the quality-improving innovation increases the demand for λ7，thereby rais-

ing its relative price.　In particular, consider the special case in which the innova-

tion increases the marginal utilityof the product equally both at home and abroad, ｏ｢

V12 = V* . Equation (24) then simplifies to

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ヤ
＝p12＝賂.　　　　　　　　(25)

In this case, the size of price increase equals the increase in the marginal utilityof the

product both at home abroad. How about the consequent change in the foreign import

as compared to its home consumption of jc?It depends upon the comparative effects of

the increase in the marginal utilityof the product as perceived by the home and foreign

consumers. Differentiating (5) and (6) with respect to q，and making use of (24), we

obtain

£ 玉
け1
し 肖1十付丿12/屯

　　F11＋け1

ｊ

(26)
面

The foreign import of product λ7increases if and only if 付2＞p12. Since the total supply

of product λ7is unaffected by the innovation, the home consumption of ｘ decreases

under the same condition.

　The effect of technological improvement of this type on the home consumer's utility

is definitely positive since it improves both the quality of the product and its relative

price. In fact, settinｇｄＸ ＝O in equation (10), we have

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　器
＝(ｉ－χ)器十v? > 0.　　　　　　(27)

The firstterm on the right hand side (the terms of trade effect) and the second term (the

quality effect) are both positive. In contrast, its effect on the foreign consumer's utility

becomes ambiguous. The quality improvement effect benefits the foreign consumers,

but its terms of trade effect affects them perversely. Note, from (11),
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dｕ ＊

面
=-χ＊

面

一面
十ぢ (28)

where the firstterm on the right hand side is negative, but the second term is non-

negative. The net effectis indeterminate, depending on the relative size of the opposing

effects

　The phenomenon that the quality-improving innovation originated in the home ex-

port industry imposes ａ net welfare loss on the foreign country is hardly discussed in

the trade literature.Here, let us focus on the possibility of such ａphenomenon, naming

it“inverse immiserisng growth.” In practice, its relevance is widely recognized in the

popular writings on the“competitiveness” of different countries^. Theoretically, sup-

pose thatａ quality-improving innovation in ａ country's export good is highly regarded

at home but deemed unimportant among foreigners, ０r p2 ＞O and ぢニO. In view of

(24) and (28), this is clearly ａtypical case of inverse immiserising growth｡

　To be more precise, substitute (24) into (28) to get

加＊
ニーμ

j(/　　　　2
し

εヽ＊(べ1p21/ぢ1十Vll)

n1＋Ｐ71
(29)

where s* denotes the consun!ption elasticity of foreign utilityincrease from the quality

improvement of ｘ，i.e.，

　。　V21A
ｓニフ‾ ＞０ (30)

From this,the necessary and sufficient condition for inverse immiserising growth is:

ε＊＞
F11＋Ｐ71

Vi*iV2l/v|i十ｐ11
(31)

Given the magnitude of £*けhis condition is likely to be satisfied when the marginal

utilityincrease from the quality improvement ofλ7perceived by the foreign consumers

(indicated by ぢ1)is small compared to that perceived by the home consumers (indicated

by t･2l).It simplifies to Eヽ＊＞1in the case where it affects both consumers equally, ０｢

P21ニぢ1. Note also that if£*ニ1･ the innovation is neutral to the foreign consumer's

well-being in the sense that it leaves the foreign consumer's utilitytotally unaffected.

Suppose that p21 ニぢ1. The condition Ｅ＊＞１ can then be written,

]

Uじ

くぢ1 (32)

It means that the average utilityincrease from the quality improvement falls short of

the marginal utilityincrease from the quality improvement. As pointed out above, the

relative price increase of product λ7due to the quality improvement imposes a utility

loss on the foreign consumers, which is exactly matched by the marginal utilityincrease

from the quality improvement in this special case (See (25)). Thus condition (32) clearly

shows that the foreign consumer's utilitydeclines as ａresult of the quality improvement･

To sum up, we can put forward

4 For ａsharp critiqueon the concept ofinternational competitiveness, See Krugman(1994)
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Figure 2.　Foreign UtilityChange from ａProduct Innovation.

Ｘ＊

９

　Proposition 2 (inverse immiserization).Å quality 一ｉｍｐｒｏｖｉｎｇｉｎｎｏｖａtｉｏｎｍ tｈｅ

ｈｏｍｅｅｘｐｏｒtｉｎｄｕｓtｒy　immiｓｅｒiｓｅｓ　thefoｒｅｉｇｎｃｏｕｎtｒｙif ａｎｄｏｎり汀

。　　　P11＋づ1
ｓ　

Vi*iV2l/v|i十肖1

Sｐｅｃｉｆｉｃａｌｌｙ，　inｖｅｒｓｅｉｍｍｉｓｅｒiｚａtｉｏｎ　ｏｃｃｕｒｓ　if V2 1 > V* ａｎｄ Ｓ＊

ａｎｄ ８＊＞15.

一

一 1, or ぴＰ21

(33)

一

一

　
Ｉ
＊
２

　
Ｐ

　Figure 2 illustratesthe condition thatＥ＊＞1 when P21 ニリ2- The Curve OV depicts

ぢけhe increase of the foreigner's marginal utility due to the quality improvement as

a function of ｘ＊.　Assuming v|(0バ/)＝0，it goes through the origin and upward

rising .£* > 1 implies that the curve is strictlyconvex below. Suppose that the initial

　　5 Examples of utility function that satisfies s* = 1 oΓε＊＞1 wUl be given皿d discussed in the next

section.

　　6づ(Ｏ,ｇ)＝Ｏｍｅ皿s that the quality improvement of ｘ does not affect utility,when there no consumption

of ｘ. Note that Ｅ＊＞1 if皿d only if づ11＞O･ which is often employed in the policy analysis of product

quality. For instance, see Spence (1976) and Krishna (1987).
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consumption ｏｆλ7is given at OA. The increase in the foreign consumer's utilitydue

to the quality-improving innovation of the product is shown by the area θÅ召, or the

integration of V2 along segment θ走　In the present special case where P12 ニバ2･

the increase in the price of jc equals 付2･ or the slope of θｖ at point 召. The loss of

the foreign consumer's utilitydue to this price hike is given by the triangle θＡＣ that

is greater than the area the below the curve θｖ along segment OA. Thus the total

increase in the foreigner's utilityis negative.　０ｎ the other hand, the foreigners will

become better-off in the special case in which E＊＜1 and べ2ニP12｡

　In passing, it should be noted that the rise in the price of product ｘ consequent upon

its quality improvement does not necessarily mean the deterioration of the foreign coun-

try's terms of trade. In fact, the gain from the quality improvement may outweigh the

loss from the price rise, making the foreigners better-off in the ultimate analysis. In

general, the price of ａ country's export good in terms of itsimport good is not ａ good

indicator of the terms of trade in the true sense of the word when the quality-improving

innovation is taking place. Let 刀＊ｄｅｎｏtｅthe foreign terms of trade in distinction from

the relative price /7 0f product ｘ. The differential change of 7T* with respect t０９ may

be defined by

ぢ
Ｆ

⊇ｊ
　
ｊ

竺
心 (34)

　The firstterm on the right-hand side may be taken as the relative price effect and the

second term as the direct effect of ａ quality improvement of product ｘ on the terms of

trade. Note that the foreign country enjoys gains amounting to ぢ/Ｘ＊Per unit of its

import from the quality improvement of product ｘ even in the absence of relative price

change. In view of equation (11), the foreign country's utilitydepends on the terms of

trade improvements as de丘ned above, as well as on the supply of its national product｡

　Similarly, let 71 denote the home country's terms of trade. Its differential change with

respect t０９ may be written,

加 卸
　-
一一
　-

ｄａ　　　ｄａ

-

P2
-
χ＊

(35)

　The home country's terms of trade may be said to deteriorateif thereis a quality

improvement ofｘ at the unchanged relativeprice of productｘ.

5. PRODUCT ＩＮＮＯＶＡＴＩＯＮ：AN EXAMPLE

　The foregoing analysis of product innovation introduced ａ condition for“inverse-

immiserising growth.” It contains ａ somewhat unfamiliar concept of the consumption

elasticity of utilityincrease from quality improvement, denoted by £.In order to exem-

plify this concept, let us consider here some specific cases of relevant utilityfunctions

such as

v*iX*,q)

ｐ(Ｘ，ｑ )

　ａｘ＊２

- 一

一

aX^

　　　２

＋ａｑbX ＊

＋ｑbX，

ａＪ＞０ α＞０

　－

(36)

(37)
２
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The corresponding demand functions are linear:

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　p = -aX 十φ，　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　(38)

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　μ = -aX* 十α昴●　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　（39）

　Note that the implied demand curves have the same slope and different intercepts. We

can easily show that E* = 1 in the example. Ａ quality-improving innovation in product

λ7shifts up these functions upward and in ａ parallel fashion.　Parameter a indicates

differential evaluation of a given quality improvement between the home and foreign

consumers. For instance, α＜１ means that the foreign consumers do not marginally

evaluate the innovation as highly as the home consumers. In this case, equation (25)

above simplifies to

面

一面

一

一

(1十α泗

一 (40)

A quality-improving innovation of product λTleads to ａ rise in the price of ｘ and an

increase in the home consumer's utility.We can also specify (27) as

jａ＊

-＝ （ｙbｘ＊
面

j刀＊

面

ト
ｊ

(4Ｄ

(42)

1＋α
-
2α

　The consumption elasticity of foreign utilityincrease from quality improvement is

unity, ｏΓε＊＝1 and the condition for inverse immiserising growth becomes α＜1･

An improvement in the quality of the home product decreases the foreign utilitywhen

the induced shift of the foreign demand curve is smaller than that of the home demand

curve. Here, equation (32)can be written,

(α－1)か

　２

　Adjusted for the quality improvement, the foreign country's terms of trade deterio-

rates,if a < 1｡

　Figure 3 illustrates the effect of a product innovation on the foreign utility when

α＝1， so that demand functions are identical. £)77and£)ｗ show the single-country

and world demand curves for product λ7respectively. The total supply of ｘ is given

at the level of θ走　At the initial equilibrium, each country consumes ＢＣ(＝Ｃ£)

ofλ7 at the price of OB. The social surplus of the home country's is the sum of areas

ＯＡＥＢ (producer's surplus) and DBC (consumer's surplus), and that of the foreign

country is equal to the area £)Ｃ£(ｃｏｎＳｕｍｅr'Ssurplus). By virtue of the subsequent

quality improvement of X, the demand curves shift upward toward £)j and f);ｙby

the amount of ＢＢ’＝ＥＥへ At the new equilibrium, the price rises to θが, and both

countries consumes the same amount Ｂ'Ｃ ＝召Ｃ ofｘ as before. In this special case,

the effects of quality improvement and price hike on the qｕ皿tity consumed cancel each

other completely. As ａresult, the home country's social surplus increases by the area

召瓦石'B. but the foreien country's surnlus remains unchanged at f)'Ｃ'Ｅ'　＝ L)Ｃ£･

Needless to say, this is the borderline case.　The foreign country's surplus increases

whenα> 1,and decreases whenα＜1.
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Figure 3.　The Effects ofａProduct Innovation: An Example.

　As pointed above, ε＊ニ1 in the present example. Consider another exan!pie of utility

functions:

　　　　　　　　　　　　　ｐ（Ｘ，ｑ）＝ニ!Ｘβ十 bX,　β ＞０，　　　　　　　　　　(43)

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　９

　　　　　　　　　　　　ｐ＊（Ｘ＊，９）＝一三Ｘ＊β十占X*, o;>0,　　　　　(44)
　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　ａｑ

Where s* =β.To save space, we omit the detailed analysis of this example.

　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　6. CONCLUDING REMARKS

　The foregoing analysis shows that a product innovation in the home export industry

increases the utilityof the foreign country only if itis at least well received in the for-

eign country as in the home country. We may roughly conclude thatａquality-improving

innovation in the home export industry benefits the home consumer presumably at the

expense of the foreign consumer in sharp contrast to the standard text-book teaching
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thatａ cost-reducing innovation in the same industry are generally beneficial to the for-

eigners. Thus we should carefully take account of the differential effects of product

and process innovations in evaluating the controversies over international distribution

of gains from trade.

　First, let us consider the vertical trade between industrialized and agricultural coun-

tries.In advanced industrialized countries with large domestic markets, product inno-

vations are likely to introduce quality improvements that cater to the home consumer's

preference rather than to the foreign consumer's taste. Thus their product innovations

tend to benefit themselves more than agricultural countries irrespective of the adverse

terms of trade effects. In contrast, agricultural countries with small domestic markets

tend to introduce quality improvements suitable for the large foreign markets and bene-

fitthe industrialized countries more than themselves through the resulting terms of trade

deterioration. This analysis helps us to reconsider the time-honored “Prebisch-Singer

Thesis” to the effect that the long-term rise in the price of manufactures relative to

agricultural product has diminished the trade gains of developing agricultural countries

vis-a-vis developed industrialized countries .　The foregoing analysis indeed suggests

that the quality-improving innovations in industrialized countries may be responsible

for the adverse terms of trade movements (in the usual sense of the word) against agri-

cultural countries. As argued above, however, the terms of trade deterioration does not

necessarily mean loss of trade gains for agricultural countries since the beneficial effects

of the quality-improving innovations may more than compensate the adverse terms of

trade effects.　For instance, Lipsey (1994) shows that there have been no long term

trend toward rising-prices of manufactures relative to primary product prices during the

1980s when the price indices of manufactures are adjusted for quality change and other

influences.

　Quality-improving innovations in manufactures are also important in the horizontal

trade between industrialized countries. Krugman (1994, 1995) criticized what he called

“pop internationalism,” that popularized the concept of national“competitiveness” as

ａ keyword for understanding international economic relations on 1 990s.　He argued

that the definition of national competitiveness is much more problematic than corporate

competitiveness. Ifａ corporation failsto compete with rivals,it must go out of business,

but countries do not go out of business even if they are unhappy with their economic

performance. For example, suppose thatａ cost-reducing innovation occurs in the home

country's export industry in the absence of any innovation in foreign country. Does it

mean that the home country gets prosperous at the sacrifice of foreign country? On the

contrary! The foreign countries will benefit from the innovation in the home country

through its terms of trade effect. Moreover, the home country may get worse-off from

its own innovation. Thus, in the case of international competition in cost-reducing in-

novation, the winner may not gain after all,while the loser is bound to gain. In contrast,

suppose thatａquality-improving innovation occurs in the home country's export indus-

tryin the absence of any innovation elsewhere. As shown in this paper, it will definitely

　７ See Prebisch(1949) and Singer(1950).
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benefit the home country's welfare but may hurt foreign countries through its effects on

the terms of trade. The abuse of the word “competitiveness” is certainly confusing, but

it should be meaningful to talk about competitiveness in quality-improving innovative

capacity.^

　Finally, ａfew words for the limitations of the present model may be in order. First,it

isａ general equilibrium model under the special assumption that the representative con-

sumers exist with Marshallian quasi-linear utility functions. This assumption implies

that the demand for the product in question depends only on its relative price inde-

pendent of the consumer's income. It is misleadingly named the“partial equilibrium”

model more often than not. This assumption does not essentially affect the conclusion

thatａquality-improving innovation in the home country's export industry raises its rel-

ative price and increases its welfare, while it may decrease the trading partner's welfare･

Second, itis assumed that the home country specialize completely in the production of

product ｘ (ordinary good)and the foreign country in the production of y (Marshallian

“money”).ThiS assumption is also essentially innocuous in deriving the message of

the present analysis that quality-improving innovations and cost-reducing innovations

in the home export industry exerts asymmetric effects on the terms of trade and the

well being of the home and foreign consumers.　Relaxing this assumption and step-

ping into the world where the home and foreign countries specialize incompletely in the

production of the two goods, we would have to take into account the differentiation of

home and foreign non-money products and consider the quality-improving innovations

in each of them. The essential message of the original model that ａquality-improving

innovation in any industry will lead a rise in its relative price would remain intact. ぺＶｅ

would be able to infer its welfare implications roughly on the basis of this message as

in the preceding analysis.
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